Froge and Clifford were trying to write a story. Froge wanted to write about the moon, but Clifford wanted to write about dogs. They decided to write about dogs on the moon. Here is their story:

The dog jumped 10 meters in the air and barked even though there was no sound. The dog sat down and went to sleep. It slept until the moon got very cold. The dog dug a hole in a crater that went to the center of the moon. The dog made so many tunnels that the moon collapsed and orbited closer to the Earth. The moon then split into two satellites, and eventually, they crashed into each other. Then the dog floated on a piece to pluto. THE END!!!!

Clifford and Froge sold the story for and were able to buy a box of cereal.

noun bear
noun Herkys
noun cyanobacteria
adjective cereulean
noun supplication
verb teeming
noun temperature
verb transport
noun chair
noun peridotitie
noun halite

When the ___________ woke up it realized that there were two _______ in the _______. Why is there a _______ picture in the _______? I hope that I can _______. Four days ago there was a _______ _______. It came to the earth and _______ for the rest of _______. This _______ has no ___________.
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